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Fishing leveling guide stardew valley

Fishing in Stardew Valley has never been easier. There's a lot of information you need to know to catch that special fish you're looking for. We have all the information you need to know to be a successful fisherman, all in this single Stardew Valley fishing guide. We are here to pass every detail from the
beginning to the end. If you've never fished before or are just looking for information about that legendary elusive fish, this is the guide for you. Note the navigation menu to the right, use this to jump to any section you need more. Take your pole and head towards the nearest body of water, let's begin!
Map and fishing locations Before we dive into fishing the fish, we must first go where we will be catching these fish. While you can fish in any available body of water, some types of fish can be caught only in some locations. It is also important to note, the further you throw your line, the top quality fish you
catch. Generally, the darkest shade of blue water is, the greater the quality. Consult the map below to find the locations mentioned in this guide. There is no map for the mines, the secret forest or the desert, however the entrances to all these are listed below. Any position marked with a spinner/hook
indicates a place with a much higher probability of producing gold quality fish. Capturing fish fishing on the Stardew Valley is an art. Some people excel very easily, others... Not so much. Fortunately for all in the latterWe're here to help! First of all, we need to find a place to fish. If you are not trying to take
something specific, you can go to any body of water and have to it. If you are looking for a certain type of fish, see the map above and specific type of fish below to find the correct location. Once set, throw your rod into the water. For the most part, the further you throw, the best chance you have for
superior quality fish. These will sell for much more money, especially with the advantages from your fishing skills. When you get a bite, you will see the bobber go under and receive a small (!) sign over the head. As soon as you see this, click now! Now you will see that the fishing minigame will appear on
your screen. The goal here is to keep the green bar aligned with the fish icon that is constantly moving up and down. This can be difficult to detach, especially when trying to catch more lucrative fish. It is better to try some different strategies here. I personally find that click and hold the button moves the
bar too fast, and prefers to tap the mouse button quickly instead. There are some different behaviors that fish may have attributed to them. This remains constant for every type of fish. Behavior is fundamental to understand how to catch certain fish, because you know how to act within the minigame. You
will be able to prepare for sudden jumps or movements that the specific fish is known for. Smooth – stable movementeasier to catch for most because of less sudden movements. Sinker – Accelerate down very quickly. Get ready to move your bar down quickly when catching fish with this behavior. Floater
– In front of the Sinker, these fish will accelerate upwards very quickly. Recommended to hold the mouse button down to reach them quickly. Dart – A mix of Sinker and Floater, this type of behavior moves irregularly in all directions. The hardest guy to catch. Mixed – Basic motion pattern, these fish use a
mix of all other behaviors during your capture. Bait & Tackle You will have some experience with fishing before you can start using bait & face. Bait requires a glass fiber barrel or a crab vase to a minimum. Tackle will require Iridium Rod. Each article has different effects on fishing as the time of bite and
treasure possibilities. To equip these elements, click left on the desired equipment or bait, and then right click the bar. A bait is used for cast, while the equipment will last for 20 uses each before breaking. All the tools and baits can be purchased at Willy's fish shop near the beach. Tackles and bait can be
used simultaneously to stack their effects. Let's take a closer look how we can get each of these, and what they do. Standard fish View the chart below to find the fish you want to catch. On the right, you will see any other requirement for catching, such as the location and time of the day. We will also
notice the difficulty of every fish, alonghis type of behaviour. Check the Catch Fish section to learn more about these. Crab Pot Fish Fishing with Crab Pots in Stardew Valley is very different from average fishing. Set the vessels along the shore of any body of water, add a little bait, then return the next day
to claim your catches. Usually you catch only lower level fish which is not as valuable as standard fishing, but effort is minimal in comparison. In general, it is a decent way to get more money every day. There is the possibility to receive junk items from anywhere, these can be recycled into more useful
items using a recycling machine. Submarine of the night market These fish can only be caught on the Submarine during the Night Market event. This event takes place between 15-17th in winter on the docks near the beach. The underwater part of the event is open only between 17:00 and 23:00, so your
time to access these fish is very limited. To begin, enter the submarine and talk to the captain. He'll offer you a ride for 1,000g. Once the tour starts, a trap will open at the bottom that allows you to start fishing. You have the opportunity to receive a normal fish including Octopus and both marine
cucumbers, along with these special fishes. There is also a rare (1%) chance to receive a Pearl here. Legendary fish on the big boys. Legendary fish will be difficult to catch. You may not get them on your first attempt, but don't give up! We're here.give you some useful advice to capture these elusive
critters. Before you start, each legendary has its own set of requirements and a special location in which it must be captured. you are only able to take one of every legendary fish for rescue files! Make sure you do not lose them, you will not be able to get another without cheating. mutant carp – any
season the mutant carp is located inside the sewers. He's got a hard time of 80, and he's got the kind of dart behavior. There are no level requirements to catch this fish, but you must have donated at least 60 items to the museum to unlock the rust key for sewer access. source angler – autumn the angler
is located in the river on the bridge north of jojamart. you can hunt north or south, but you must be at the center of the bridge. has a problem of 85, and has the type of smooth behavior. you need to have a fishing level at least 3. fish source – summer the fish crimson is located on the east pier of the
beach, near the elliott shack. it is necessary to perform a maximum cast to land in deep water. He has a difficulty of 95, and he has the kind of mixed behavior. you need to have a fishing level of at least 5. source glacierfish – winter glacierfish is located in the lake in moutains. it is necessary to perform a
maximum cast to reach the deep water, this is easily done to the southernmost point of the last island. has a difficulty of 100, and has the kind of mixed behavior. you need to have a fishing level at leastSource Legend – Spring and rain time The legend lies in the lake in the mountains, similar to
Glacierfish. It is necessary to perform a maximum cast to land in deep water. He's got a 110, and he's got a mixed behavior. You must have the maximum fishing level of 10. Rather than waiting for rain, you can use a Totem Rain to create this kind of time. Source Fishing Scia & Perks Your fishing skills
has increased, you have guessed, catching fish! This includes all the trash items that you can roll as well. While they do not value, they give you fishing experience. As you level, it will increase your Rod fishing capacity, the maximum size of your catches and the height of your bobber bar. The time
between jet bites and fish is also decreased while you gain levels. In addition to those basic statistics that rise naturally through progression, you also have a choice of perks, and other unlocks as you go. Let's take a look at the skill tree for fishing ability. While small, your choices will have a great impact
on your favorite fishing style. Unlock Together with choosing perks at levels 5 and 10, you will get some permanent unlocks along the way. These range from new fishing equipment to recipes and useful machines. All these somehow refer to your fishing skills, and provide different uses depending on your
fishing style. Level 2 Bait Crafts Recipe & in stock Fiberglass Rod in stock at Willy’s Fishing Shop Level 3 Crab Recipe of crafts of pot & in stockLevel 4 Recycling Machine Crafting Recipe Casting Permanent Distance Increase Level 6 Spinner Crafting Recipe & In Stock Trap Bobber Crafting Recipe & In
Stock Iridium Rod and Lead Bobber In Stock At Willy’s Fishing Shop Level 7 Cork Bobber Crafting Recipe & In Stock Treasure Hunter Crafting Recipe & In Stock Level 8 Worm Bin Crafting Recipe Barbed Hook Crafting Recipe & In Stock
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